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Neebo
Virtual Analytics Hub
Benefits

Neebo is an easy-to-use Virtual Analytics Hub that provides a sing-

Rapid Answers to New
Questions

le source of access and truth for all your analytics assets regardless

Deliver same day answers
to new questions posed by
management.

models) or location (on-premises, cloud, SaaS or hybrid). Through

Detailed Actionable
Results
Create wider, deeper results
to deliver detailed answers
management desires.

Increased Use of Analytics
Assets
Share and reuse assets to
deliver greater ROI from the
analytics teams.

Trusted Results thru
Collaboration
Created more trusted assets
and results through AI and
collaboration.

of type (data, documents, reports, dashboards, applications or
Neebo analytic teams can find and use the right analytics assets to
rapidly produce detailed same-day answers to complex questions.

Virtual Access to Any Analytics Asset
Organizations have an ever-growing amount of analytics assets, spread across
numerous locations – on-premises, cloud, SaaS applications, or external services.
Neebo connects to any asset virtually, regardless of where it resides, enabling
analysts to find them quickly and start analyzing right away. Neebo leaves
analytics assets in place and protected—eliminating security risks and resourceintensive information movement processes.

Discover Analytics Assets in Any Form
Today’s analytics assets come in many forms – data, reports, dashboards, SaaS
application or external service reports, and more. Neebo provides a single
place where analytics teams can quickly discover all these analytics assets
and understand which best solve their problem. Analysts and data scientists
can search, find and use more assets in their analysis to quickly produce the
actionable results management desires.

Collaborate, Share and Reuse Analytics Assets
As organizations generate more analytics assets, many teams struggle to

Neebo’s collaboration
and AI-driven features
are a game-changer
that brings my team
together and makes all
of us tremendously more
productive.
Strategy Manager,
Large Healthcare Payer

make sense of their landscape —what assets are out there that can I reuse,
what they mean and how to best to use them. Neebo provides a collaborative
environment where teams can share and reuse assets, collaborate to form new
assets, and increase knowledge using familiar social media-like features and AIaugmented information about assets utilization.

Easy to Use SaaS Solution
Neebo is a fully managed SaaS solution containing patent-pending optimization
and operational techniques, eliminating the need for IT and administration
resources. Organizations can be up and running on Neebo in less than an hour,
start discovering assets and creating new ones to bring very fast time to value.

N E E B O V I R T UA L A N A LY T I C S H U B

DATA S H E E T

Neebo Features
Connectors/Sources

Find/Discover

Combine

●● Snowflake

●● Data Tables

●● Filters

●● Redshift

●● Dataspaces

●● Replace/split/extract

●● MySQL

●● Views

●● Smart blending

●● Datameer

●● Documents

●● JSON operations

●● Teradata

●● Applications

●● SQL operations

●● Oracle
●● SQL Server
●● Postgres
●● MongoDB
●● Salesforce (data)
●● Any JDBC database
●● S3 files

Collaborate
●● Shared dataspaces
●● Newsfeeds & notifications

●● View flows

Operationalize

●● Tagging

●● Fully managed SaaS solution

●● Following

●● Data caching

Publish & Query

●● Documents

●● Tableau

●● Web applications

●● Data previews & profiles

●● Comments

●● Excel & CSV upload
●● Tableau Catalog

●● Calculated/derived fields

●● Looker
●● PowerBI

●● Query logging
●● Encryption
●● Best-place query optimizer
●● Security pushdown to source

●● Any tool with JDBC query
●● Jupyter notebooks
●● Excel

About Neebo
The Neebo Virtual Analytics Hub is a SaaS solution allowing analytics teams to find, create, collaborate and publish
trusted analytics assets in complex hybrid landscapes. Neebo provides unified access across analytics silos, increases
use of analytics assets and furthers data knowledge to build trust and rapidly answer new business questions.
Neebo was founded by data and analytics innovators that value making analysts more productive. For your free 14day trial, please visit neebo.ai/trial.

